June 19, 1861.

My dear G-:

Your letter from week

and how are we? I hope this are

or rather sent of my dumness all

Divil Masters - They done of hundred

of girls in June & pay will have to

be paid by the State & not by the

Company. The "canteen" pay of the

Capt. who has a come quite near

his. But this is one of mine. You

will prevent their bits - and Yergen

Claims that he was authorized to make
We shall receive our pay at San Francisco.

I am writing to inform you of the situation. We need the men for practice at men. The funds are running low. Hoping you have received the draft from the army.

The 4th of July was quite enjoyable, but the 5th was not as well received as we had hoped.

I can only imagine how much trouble you are experiencing. You should be proud of your service.

We are in need of some supplies here in Maine. We are weathering the storm here.
Ia. a delicious - we can mean to be beholding - we are feeling we shall our company -

Mrs. H. December